EFFICIENT SAP MASTER DATA MANAGEMENT
with FIS/mpm
Quality, convenience and speed in the management of
corporate master data
As business decisions are increasingly based on data, a solid
master data management is becoming more and more important for companies.
FIS/mpm is an SAP optimization you can use to create,
maintain and manage your master data easily, quickly and
flexibly, which significantly increases data quality.
The assurance of high data quality and efficiency in data provision are key infrastructural prerequisites for the success of
your company.

(staging area). Only after successful validation and execution
of integrated check routines will the data be transferred to
the SAP production system.
Master data management within production
Your production business processes are based on various master data, which requires a management of master data.
FIS/mpm can be used to easily and quickly create and
maintain bills of material, production resources and tools,
production versions and inspection setups in the material
master. The FIS solution saves time and reduces costs when
it comes to maintaining your production data.

Quality data in purchasing and procurement
Up-to-date SD master data
Your purchasing-relevant data particularly includes purchasing
info record, article data, source list, rebate, prices, conditions
and vendor master or business partner master.
The FIS optimization for master data enables the convenient
creation, maintenance and quality assurance of this data.
The data is maintained locally outside the production system

Your SD-relevant master data, such as rebates, conditions,
sales BOMs, customer or business partner master as well as
specific SD functions (e.g. cross-selling), material substitution
and listing or exclusion will also become more profitable
using a solid master data management.

Contact harmonization across system boundaries
The FIS master data maintenance tool enables the easy,
transparent and uncomplicated maintenance of this master
data, which substantially optimizes your order entry in the
sales process.

The FIS solution supports the central management of your
address and contact data of business partners (vendors
and customers) and the use of a CRM solution, such as SAP
Hybris Cloud for Customer, is a meaningful amendment.
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HIGHLIGHTS

BENEFITS

 Full integration in SAP

 Security and transparency in your master data processes

 Compliance with high quality standards through
SAP certification

 Increasing productivity and revenues due to automated
master data management within your business processes

 Individual software solution tailored to your
corporate-specific requirements

 High data quality for optimized customer and vendor
processes

 Solution for the international use

 Enabler for digital transformation and Big Data

 Future-proof through sustainable release strategy
 Compatibility with other FIS solutions

FIS Informationssysteme und Consulting GmbH
FIS Informationssysteme und Consulting GmbH is an expanding and independent enterprise and the parent company
of the FIS Group, which employs more than 700 employees making companies more modern, economic and competitive
every day. FIS focuses on SAP projects and the development of efficient solutions promoting digitization within companies. As one of the leading value-added SAP resellers in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, FIS is the market leader in
technical wholesale with the all-in-one FIS/wws solution. Together with its Medienwerft subsidiary, FIS covers the complete range of SAP topics in the field of Customer Experience (CX).
More than 100 specialists operate and administer the customers’ SAP systems in the FIS-ASP subsidiary data centers
in Southern Germany. The FIS-SST subsidiary is the competent partner for nearshoring projects. The FIS-iLog subsidiary
develops collaborative solutions for the convenient and secure process management of different companies on shared
platforms.
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